
A
Comparative & Superlative Adjectives

Write the correct form of the adjective for each sentence.

Name: Date:
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I should really be eating a

(healthy)

lunch.

( 1 )

The advanced course covers

(complex)

programming

than the introductory computer

class.

( 2 )

I think that riding in a car without

wearing a seatbelt is the

(dangerous)

thing one can

do.

( 3 )

Jonathan has a
(new)

computer

than I do.

( 4 )

I saw the
(amazing)

magic

trick today.

( 5 )

This restaurant has the

(elegant)

dining room in the

city.

( 6 )

This factory made the
(few)

mistakes last year.

( 7 )

Be careful, the Diamondback

rattlesnake has the
(dead)

venom.

( 8 )

Your claims are

(outrageous)

than anyone

could possibly believe.

( 9 )

The big swimming pool is
(deep)

than the one the little kids are

playing in.

(10)

The circus performance was even

(amazing)

than their

advertisement described.

(11)

Our new textbooks are
(clear)

than the ones we used last year.

(12)

Every year our town has the

(bright)

fireworks display in the

country.

(13)

To get the best service, you need

to buy the
(expensive)

plane ticket.

(14)
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healthier

more complex

most dangerous

newer

most amazing

most elegant

fewest

deadliest

more outrageous

deeper

more amazing

clearer

brightest

most expensive


